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Photographic statement

"No one is born hating another person because of the color of his skin or his background or his

religion." said Nelson Mandela. I am Afroza Yasmin and I am talking about inequality, freedom

from discrimination. I want to tell the audience how people unfairly work in the whole world.

Nelson Mandela said no one born hating another person that's really true but in the whole

world people wanted more money and always only they wanted. wealthy people get more

opportunity other than poor people. Therefore, I want to change the audience's mind. For my

projects I chose the audience government, teenagers, in the society who have negative

perspective about poor people.

People are not getting enough opportunity for their life and most of people are who lived in

poverty, who are homeless. If I look at Myanmar government forces to people to leave their house

and everything. I am talking about Rohingya who faced so many problems in their life and many

people died. They have now moved to Bangladesh. However, still in their life and children's life

also darkness  because children can't get education, they work for their family. Most of people are

uneducated and so they don't understand how it can impact their child's life. Also, most of

wealthy people don't care about them and don't help them. This is the one example that the

government should know how people suffer in their life. Also, In my resources I talk about gender

like between men and women and how women get less equality other than men. If we look at

poorest country, for example Myanmar, Bangladesh, Saudi Arabia etc. women can't drive, women

can't work, women need permission when they want to go outside. So we need to improve this, we
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need to show the audience that equality, right, freedom that not only you or one person, that's for

everybody. Government should focus on everybody, not only for specific people.

Some country government give lot of opportunity but poorer can't get because they don't know so

we need to support them. Therefor, I can say if we want make peaceful society so we need to be

together, and help others. Open some teaching program for uneducated people, who don't

understand and teach them what can be better for them. make religion programs for all and support

them one to another. Open program for women that they can get opportunity and educationally.

Finally, I want to say don't separate between each other. We all are human and are kind to others.

teenagers are the next generation so they should learn how to help others, how to bring peace. If

they don't learn that can affect future of poorest because again poorest get less opportunity, will

make gender discrimination. make equality, and freedom, if you don't have freedom that's means

you can't do many things in your life so first you need to change negative perspective to positive

perspective to others, give equality for all, and make freedom for all.


